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QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES

On March 22, 2014, we received the following comment and inquiry:  

“We just had our Special Assembly day yesterday.  Before the program ended, an
important big announcement was made from the platform. [A letter was read advising that the
role of District Overseers (DO) would be discontinued.] A few questions for the letter:

“Is the pruning of the DO level supported by the Bible or biblical verses?
“If Christ is the head of the congregation, would he approve such a major organizational

shake-up considering that DO's serve for a unique purpose in caring for the flock? 
“Why it took 100 years (since 1914) for the [“Faithful & Discreet Slave] or the

[Governing Body] to realize this simplification of duties is really necessary, technically
displacing the DO's? 

“Is this a major corporate (Watchtower) strategy or decision to reduce organizational
overhead in maintaining aging DO's more than a theocratic one?

“Thanks as always for your kind comments.”

To the author, thank you for your emails and for your continued support of our work.

This action by the Governing Body is an administrative move – nothing more than a
corporate decision.  It has nothing to do with Christ, Jehovah, the Bible or spiritual matters.  The
Governing Body is adjusting to their new reality that many are losing confidence in their
leadership. Many Elders, Circuit Overseers, District Overseers, Pioneers, and Missionaries are
stepping down and removing themselves from the direct oversight of the Governing Body. 
Therefore, the Governing Body has to respond with reorganization and downsizing.  This process
of downsizing will, in our opinion, continue for some time as they lose their controlling grip on
the faith of Jehovah’s Witnesses.  

So do not concern yourself too much with these trivial matters that have nothing to do
with promoting faith or salvation.  Instead, focus on your own faith and enhancing your own
understanding and discernment of spiritual matters — matters that will and do effect your
salvation.  And know that the sons of the Kingdom are awakening and prospering worldwide. 
Endeavor to be a part of this true ministry and have a sharing with Christ in bringing heaven
down, rather than supporting a group of rebels who are shutting the heavens up. 

“Elaia Luchnia”
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